Abstract. Abstract. Abstract. This paper designs an environmental parameters prediction system based on web for greenhouse. The system is designed using the MVC framework, and includes monitoring module and prediction module. The system can obtain the main environmental parameters from sensors, such as light, temperature, humidity, CO 2 and so on. Based on mass and energy balance principle, the prediction module of the system can predict the parameters of the greenhouse environment each day. The system displays the measured real-time data and the predicted data for the users to manage greenhouse easily. This paper provides a specific method to realize an intelligent management system for greenhouse.
In In In troduction troduction troduction
Solar greenhouse is a unique greenhouse structure in China, with low cost, low running cost, good insulation and high efficiency advantages. But the current level of greenhouse environmental control is lower, and the greenhouse environmental control is still a manual control-oriented. It is difficult to adjust to the best environment for crop growth. This paper designs an environmental parameters prediction system realizing a function of remote monitoring and early warning. The system provides reliable and accurate greenhouse environmental parameters for users to manage the greenhouse.
With the development of the Internet and WWW technology, Web has become the interactive interface for most software users. WWW is considered the most successful information system. In particular the development of dynamic Web technologies having come a long way, WWW is becoming the mainstream of various types of information system development platform. Dynamic Web system structure is a threetier client/server model. In the three-tier system architecture, Web browser occupies client layer, database server and other external service account the service layer, and occupy the middle layer is the Web server and server extensions. Three-tier structure makes the dynamic Web browser users can access the existing database resources, and enhances the system interactivity.
This paper designs a web-based system, which implements the B/S design pattern and three-tier structure to shield underlying network and provides the users a friendly and consistent interface.
System System System Designing Designing Designing
The environmental parameters prediction system is based on B/S design pattern of the dynamic three-tier architecture of Web systems [1] . The users request to the server by submitting a form in a browser. The server calls the data in the database after receiving the requests, and the results are returned to the users.
Using software engineering, the system is divided into different functional modules, according to the setting of the types of the greenhouse environmental parameters and the processes and characteristics of greenhouse environmental parameters monitoring and prediction. The system implements functions of monitoring and predicting the greenhouse environmental parameters and provides an interactive platform for users. The structure of system is shown as fig. 1 . Fig. Fig. Fig. 1 1 1 . . . System flow chart
The system includes the following functions: Function of login and registration. Before using this system, users need to register and login. After users submit the registration information successfully, the system returns the registration information to the users. This function is designed to manage the system for users.
Function of environment monitoring. This function implements transmission and display of the environmental parameters and stores the parameters in the database. The system sends the parameter data to the users' browsers using the web server. The function can show the environmental parameter data in a table and also can draw a line chart of the data to users.
Function of environment prediction. The implement of this function is base on solar greenhouse environment model, which uses mass and energy balance equations to describe the climate in the greenhouse. The function can predict the greenhouse environmental parameters everyday. Input parameters need by this function submitted, the prediction is calculated based on environmental prediction model, and the prediction results is displayed in a table or a line chart to users.
S S S ystem ystem ystem I I I mplementation mplementation mplementation
In the development of the system, JSP technology and DAO technology are used. JSP technology is based on Java, and can create dynamic Web pages supporting crossplatform and cross-server. Following the object-oriented design, JSP programming is easy and independent of web browsers [2] [3] . In developing web information systems, JSP technology is widely used. 
Access Access Access t t t o o o D D D atabase atabase atabase
This system is designed to use Access desktop database. All operations on access to database are packaged in a separated Java class named by DB.java, in which all member functions are defined as static functions, such as Connection getConn(), getStatement(Connection conn), getResultSet(Statementstmt, String sql) and so on. The following statement can implement the access to database: Class.forName("sun.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver"); conn = DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:odbc: driver={Microsoft Access Driver (*.mdb)};DBQ=path"); The "path" in the above sentence is the variable of the physical path of the data file. Table Table Table 1 The system uses a JavaBean named Condition to set and get data from the database. DAO of the system obtains data from the table in database and stores it in a list consisted of objects of Condition. JSP pages read the list to display the data in browsers.
Query statement of access: sql=select top "+pageSize+" * from temp_humi_0 where id not in (select top "+(size)+" id from temp_humi_0 order by id asc
The "pageSize" in above sentence is a variable to define the number of data item in a page. The "size" variable presents "(pageNo-1)*pageSize".
To display the data in a line chart, this system needs JFreeChart, which is an open chart drawing library on Java platform [4] . JFreeChart is programmed completely by Java Language, and designed for the use of applications, applets, servlets and JSP. The system needs the JFreeChart package to draw line chart. Add jfreechart-1.0.6.jar, gnujaxp.jar and jcommon-1.0.10.jar in lib directory.
Procedure of generating chart in this system: 1). Create a dataset to include the data displayed in a line chart, which is stored in database.
2). Create an object of JFreeChart to present the chart to be shown.
3). Output the chart. Environmental Environmental Environmental prediction. prediction. prediction. Calculating of each prediction module is developed by Matlab. With the component of Matlab Builder for Java, package the function of prediction module calculated in Matlab into a Java component. This Java component can be called in JSP web system. Taking the solar prediction module an example, package the file named shortwaveradiation.m into a file named shortwaveradiation.jar. Including this new file in the project, the system can call this prediction function.
Attributes Attributes Attributes
Matlab Builder for Java (known as Java Builder) is an extension of Matlab Compiler. Java Builder packages Matlab functions into one or more Java classes. Matlab functions are packaged into Java classes, and can be called by Java applications.
Implementation of environmental prediction function is based on greenhouse environmental model [5] . The model integrates solar model, air temperature model, air humidity model and CO2 Concentration model to build an overall prediction model for greenhouse environment. The model needs local weather forecast information. With the forecast information, indoor solar illuminance, air temperature, air humidity, CO2 concentration, soil temperature and soil moisture can be realized.
By conditions for greenhouse air humidity prediction model. The function of prediction is shown as fig. 2 . Fig. Fig. Fig. 2 2 2 . . . Greenhouse environmental prediction model calculating flow chart
C C C onclusion onclusion onclusion
The system designed by this paper can provide high-precision data of changes of greenhouse environmental parameters to greenhouse managers. The system realizes remote monitoring and prediction via Web and provides an actual method to realize precision agriculture. The system is an application system for greenhouse environmental parameters prediction.
